PROGRAMMAZIONE CORSO DI MADRELINGUA 2017/2018

CLASSE PRIMA
- Greetings
song: Hello, how are you?
- Colors
song: Rainbow song (The singing Walrus)
- Animals
listen, match and colour
- My school bag
- My pencil case
colour and write
- Numbers
songs from 1 to 20 (Chu-chu tv)
- Toys
draw and write
- Happy – Sad
song : If you're happy... (Super Simple Song)
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CLASSE SECONDA
- Greetings
parts of the day
- Numbers
do the math
- Happy Birthday
How old are you?
- New and Old
- Telephone Numbers
listen and write the numbers
- The Alphabet
song: The ABC song
- Tall – Short
What do you look like?
- My family
draw your family tree
listen and write
- My face
listen, write and colour
- Food
song: Healthy food (Busy Beavers)

Final Check....
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CLASSE TERZA
- This is....
(introduce your friend)
draw and write about your friend
- I am...
(adjectives)
- A - An
- Prepositions
song: In On Under (Busy Beaver)
- Wild Animals
listen and read
- Numbers to 100
write the numbers
- Time
“What time is it?”
- This, These, That, Those
new words
- Seasons
song: The Season song
- Clothes
do the crossword
- Adjectives
How are you today?
- Food (fruit and vegetables)
- Can
What can you do?

FINAL CHECK!
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CLASSE 4
- Let's start!
- Meals
What's your favourite meal?
(listen and repeat; write)
- Time
What time is it, please?
- Actions
Daily routine
(listen and write)
- My Day
Write about your day.
- Subjects
What's your favourite subject?
- Days of the week
My timetable
(read and answer)
- Have got
- My Body
- My house
There is, there are
- Where do you live?
(a flat, a house, ect.)
FINAL CHECK!
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CLASSE 5

- Let's start!
(read and complete)
- Sports
(read, write and draw)
- Prepositions
- Town
(write about your town)
- My Freetime
(hobbies)
- How much...?
(listening; asking questions)
- Plurals
(spelling)
- Months and Seasons
(listen and write)
- Ordinal Numbers
(listen and complete)
- Jobs
What do your parents do?
(listen and write)
FINAL CHECK!
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